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The University of Arizona Campus Arboretum is a living laboratory
promoting stewardship and conservation of urban trees.

Dear Tanya,
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In January of this year, Mt. States Nursery donated dozens of
specimenscale desert adapted plants and we became the
recipients of their commitment to excellence in sustainability.
Mountain States Wholesale Nursery has been in the business
of selecting, producing and finding homes for thousands of
native and aridadapted cultivated and introduced plants for
the past 47 years. Owners Ron and Maureen Gass,
recognize that incorporating a greater variety of desert plants
into landscapes is necessary to achieve more sustainable
and livable southwest cities. Their generosity extends to our
campus where significant landscape improvements have
resulted from donations of spectacular specimenquality
donations. To learn more about these significant and historic
landscape improvements, read the story here.
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Apr. 9 2:00 pm3:00 pm
Mediterranean Landscapes Tour
Apr. 12, 2:00 pm3:30 pm
Trees Around The World Tour
Apr. 19 11:00 am2:00 pm
Sonoran Native Plant Tour.
Apr. 1, 9:00 am10:00 am
Medicinal Plants Tour
May 6, 9:00 am  10:00 am
Arboretum History Tour
Thanks to
The Pima Co. Master Gardener Program
for leading the guided tree tours and to
the University of Arizona Poetry Center
for Poetree Events!

Enjoy!
Tanya Quist, Director
University of Arizona Campus Arboretum

Subscribe to our
newsletter and find out
why we are recognized
for excellence.
Travel and Leisure
Magazine named the
UA as the most
beautiful college
campus in Arizona due
to design, the palm
trees, and facilities
maintenance.
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